Introduction
============

For ethical reasons as well as for the protection of the donor, the necessity of psychosomatic evaluation in preparation of living kidney transplantation has been internationally recognized \[[@R1]\], \[[@R2]\] and is practiced by most transplantation centres. The transplantation law implemented in Germany in 1997 stipulates voluntariness of donation and the existence of an emotional tie between donor and recipient as prerequisites for transplantation \[[@R3]\]. Therefore, the majority of transplantation centres have established a pre-operative psychosomatic screening of the donor-recipient pair. Various proposals concerning its practical execution have been made \[[@R4]\], \[[@R5]\], \[[@R6]\], \[[@R7]\], \[[@R8]\], \[[@R9]\]. The basic assumption is that donor and recipient are willing to talk openly about psychological and psychosocial problems that surfaced during the illness and ultimately led to the pro-donation decision. Yet, on the other hand, coping with terminal kidney insufficiency and haemodialysis necessitates complex strategies of coping which may pose difficulties for example in the evaluation of compliance, motivation for a donation or the relationship of donor and recipient \[[@R10]\], \[[@R11]\], \[[@R12]\], \[[@R13]\].

The psychosomatic evaluation of donor-recipient pairs in preparation of a living kidney transplantation was conducted according to a specifically developed program for the transplantation centre of Friedrich Schiller Universität, Jena \[[@R14]\], \[[@R15]\]. In addition to two consultations with the pair, it comprises single consultations with donor and recipient as well as various tests. Among these is for example the German abbreviated version of the Minnesota Multiphasic Personality Inventory (MMPI-K) \[[@R16]\]. Contrary to our expectations, the donor-recipient pairs regarded the consultations with apprehension and even aversion. Many focussed mainly on the obvious problems resulting from the kidney disease, problems that they consider harmless and socially acceptable. This impression is supported by the elevated scores of the validity scales that resulted from the scoring of the MMPI.

From a psychoanalytical view, the phenomenon has been already described as a combination of dissimulation and denial \[[@R13]\], \[[@R15]\]. Denial, in this case, indicates an unconscious intrapsychical defence mechanism directed against an apperception of the ambivalences, anxieties and risks associated with transplantation \[[@R17]\]. It constitutes an important psychic mechanism during the time prior to the operation. This mechanism enables donors and recipients to go on with the transplantation despite the existing risks and anxieties attached to it \[[@R18]\], \[[@R19]\].

In contrast, dissimulation constitutes a more conscious interpersonal behaviour. Existing anxieties, ambivalences and conflicts are either concealed or downplayed during the examination situation. Thereby, patients try to avoid potential difficulties and conflicts concerning the acceptance of the donation request by the examiner so as not to put the desired transplantation to risk \[[@R4]\], \[[@R12]\], \[[@R14]\]. In essence, dissimulation is acting a negative transference on the interviewer and the interview setting. On a phenomenological level, denial and dissimulation cause a false self-representation. This inhibits the diagnostic process as well as the interpretation of the test results. On this level, the extent of both methods of resistance can be ascertained by means of the validity scales of the MMPI.

Using the validity scales of the MMPI-K, the present paper examines whether our subjective impression can be confirmed, to which extent the behaviour of donor-recipient pairs is influenced by dissimulation and denial and furthermore, whether there are differences between recipient and donor.

Methods
=======

The application of the MMPI for investigating dissimulation and denial
----------------------------------------------------------------------

The 1963 MMPI-Saarbrucken (MMPI-SB) \[[@R20]\] is the first German adaptation of the original American Personality Inventory \[[@R21]\]. In Germany, it was standardized on a healthy control group in 1961. The German abbreviated version (MMPI-K) was developed by selecting the statistically most important items for the scale profile of the MMPI-SB \[[@R16]\]. Mathematical and statistical evidence was provided that the selected items of the MMPI-K furnish raw scores which highly correlate with the profiles of the MMPI-SB \[[@R16]\]. The standardization of the MMPI-K is based on that of the MMPI-SB.

The revision of the American original of the MMPI \[[@R22]\] prompted a revision and re-standardization of the MMPI-SB in Germany. The "MMPI-2" is available since 2000 \[[@R23]\].

In all its versions the MMPI contains three validity scales which are of importance for the identification of dissimulation and denial: lie scale (L-score), infrequency scale (F-score) and correction scale (K-score).

Elevated scores of the *correction scale* (K-score) are indicative of individuals who may be trying to choose answers that suggest mental health. The items assess the willingness of the individual to disclose information that he/she does not want to acknowledge in her/his family in order to appear normal and avoid conflicts (e.g.: "I don't care what others say.")

The *lie scale* (L-score) aims at detecting the patient's attempt to present herself/himself in a favourable light. Therefore, it consists of items that deal with minor flaws and weaknesses that most people are willing to admit (e.g.: "At times I feel like swearing.").

The *infrequency scale* (F-score) is usually elevated when a respondent exaggerates or responds randomly to the items (e.g.: "Something is wrong with me."). Vice versa, a low F-score may be indicative of respondents answering the items in a careful and controlled way and may be underreporting or downplaying the prevalence of symptoms. A dissimulating patient will undertake the test in a very controlled way (low F-score). Also, he/she will downplay or deny mental problems (elevated K-score). The thus triggered effects upon the infrequency scale and the correction scale are consolidated by the *Dissimulation Index*, by finding the difference between the two scales (F-K) \[[@R24]\]. A low Dissimulation Index suggests defensive responding by the respondent.

Thus, the test offers four variables that are indicative of defensive responding. However, the Dissimulation Index itself cannot be understood as an independent variable.

Data collection and description of sample
-----------------------------------------

We conducted a retrospective analysis of the MMPI-data of all living kidney donors who presented themselves for psychosomatic evaluation at the Department of Internistic Psychotherapy at the Klinik für Innere Medizin I, Friedrich Schiller Universität, Jena (FSU).

The MMPI-K was employed right from the beginning in the psychosomatic evaluation of the donor-recipient pairs because the MMPI-SB was used routinely in the psychosomatic department as a personal inventory. The abbreviated form was chosen because the 221 items instead of 506 needed less time to complete. Thus, the physical and mental strain for patients requiring haemodialysis was reduced considerably.

All donor-recipient pairs were given an in-depth introduction to the inventory. They were asked to select their answers freely during the test as they apply to themselves. The patients have been informed by the investigators about the scientific interest of the collected data and the ensuing privacy protection. All donor-recipient pairs agreed with the use of their data for the present study.

In order to avoid interaction or collusion during the test, donor and recipient were placed in separate rooms.

For the present analysis 69 reports by recipients and 71 reports by donors (71 donor-recipient pairs) were used. Two under aged recipients did not think they were equal to taking the test. Therefore, their reports could not be included in the survey.

The donor group is an average of ten years older than the recipient group. The sample shows the typical gender distribution in living kidney donation: women as donors are represented in a ratio of 2:1, whereas men dominate the recipient group with 70% (see Table 1 [(Tab. 1)](#T1){ref-type="fig"}) \[[@R25]\].

Procedure and motivation for test analysis and the interpretation of data of the German abbreviated version of the MMPI
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

The raw score of the validity scales of the MMPI-K were converted into the corresponding raw score of the MMPI-SB \[[@R20]\] according to the manual.

Unlike the MMPI-SB, the MMPI-K was validated by a sample that is not representative of the average population due to the highly disproportionate share of test persons with psychiatric diseases \[[@R16]\]. When converting, we can therefore assume an inherent bias with a tendency to elevated raw scores, especially when dealing with lower scores. In the context of our particular question, this is relevant especially for the interpretation of the infrequency score because the patient's control and caution are mirrored in low scores. In order to avoid this error the F-scale was interpreted on the basis of the raw scores of the MMPI-K.

However, we used raw scores of the F- and K-scale converted to the MMPI-SB for the calculation of the Dissimulation Index (F-K) to facilitate a comparison with other studies. Due to the systematic error, the K-score must be higher, so that the amount of the difference (F-K) can indicate dissimulation. Therefore, it is likely that the proportion of dissimulating patients in the sample is higher than that recorded by the calculated Dissimulation Index. Already a difference of (F-K) ≤--12 is proof of dissimulation \[[@R20]\] according to the manual. Yet, a number of studies have proven that in order to positively discriminate dissimulating answers from normal answers, a cut-off of --11 or --12 is insufficient \[[@R26]\], \[[@R27]\]. Hence, we used a conservative marginal value of --15 as applied by other authors \[[@R28]\], \[[@R29]\].

Elevated scores on the lie and correction scale are considered secure indicators of dissimulation \[[@R26]\], \[[@R30]\], \[[@R31]\], \[[@R32]\], \[[@R33]\]. The re-standardization of the MMPI-2 is based on the updated age and gender distribution as well as on the specific demographic characteristics of Germany. Thus, we transferred the MMPI-SB-raw scores of the L- and K-scale into T-score-equivalents of the MMPI-2 by using the MMPI-2 manual \[[@R23]\]. The error occurring due to the different reference samples when converting the raw scores of the MMPI-SB into T-score-equivalents of the MMPI-2 is marginal because only 2 of the 15 items of the L-Scale and 4 of the 30 items of the K-scale where rephrased during the revision of the MMPI-SB (see also Blake et al. \[[@R34]\]).

Following American studies of dissimulation we set a T-score of ≥59 as the marginal value for dissimulation on the K-scale \[[@R35]\]. The comparability of our data to that of American studies is backed by the fact that concerning the K-scale, differences between the American and German reference samples are almost non-existent \[[@R23]\].

According to the specifications of the MMPI-2 manual \[[@R23]\] the overall sample was divided into three groups on the basis of the L-score:

T(L)\<60 = normal co-operative attitude towards the test;60≤T(L)\<70 = denying response style;T(L)≥70 = dissimulating response style (sensitivity and specificity of the marginal value see Bear et al. \[[@R31]\]).

In addition to dissimulation, we thereby attempt to detect the occurrence of denial in our sample. It is important to bear in mind that the MMPI considers the difference between denial and dissimulation merely as a quantitative effect of the same response style. A dissimulating respondent, who wants to gain an imagined advantage, will negate all social problems or conflicts much more consciously and consistently than a respondent who disavows social problems out of a more subconscious denial mechanism. Thereby, the existence of qualitative differences between denial and dissimulation that make the equal co-existence of both defence mechanisms possible is disregarded. Thus, it is possible that hybrids of dissimulation and denial are recorded. They are subsumed according to their rating either under "dissimulation" or "denial".

Statistical methods
-------------------

Winstat 2007.1 was used for statistical computation.

To allow for comparison of the samples regarding differentiation in one parameter (e.g. comparison of the sample with a L-score T≥70 with the sample T(L)\<60 with respect to its differentiation regarding the K-score), we employed the t-test. Significant differences could be identified with p\<0.05, whereby we checked beforehand for normal distribution. The three L-groups differentiated according to the T-score were tested for differences by using the Bonferroni Correction \[[@R36]\]. We used the Mann-Whitney U Test for the comparison of samples not normally distributed (e.g. comparison of the scores of the L- and the K-scales for the overall sample). The Spearman Rank Correlation has been applied to correlation tests of samples because a non normal distribution has to be assumed and a non-linear correlation cannot be excluded, which is compensated at least by rank correlation in case of monotonous data pairs.

Results
=======

Frequency of dissimulation in the overall sample
------------------------------------------------

The validity scales of the MMPI provide an indication of the existence of dissimulation for 57% of the overall sample.

In the case of 11 persons (8% of the overall sample) four features that indicate the existence of dissimulation are positive (see Figure 1 [(Fig. 1)](#F1){ref-type="fig"}). The significance of the MMPI-K for theses persons is considerably limited. Six out of the 11 persons have a strongly elevated correction raw score and/or a strongly elevated Lie raw score (K=20 of 22 items and L=10 of 11 items). Simply because of the parameter value the clinical scales of the MMPI-K loose any significance.

The K-score of 29% of the overall sample (40 respondents) indicates dissimulation \[T(K)≥59\]. This concerns ¼ of all donors (27%) and a third of all recipients (30%) (see Figure 2 [(Fig. 2)](#F2){ref-type="fig"}). Regarding the level of the K score, the Spearman Rank Correlation evinces a significant relationship between donor and recipient of a pair \[correlation coefficient (r):0.39; significance (p)≤0.01\], suggesting that donor and recipient of a pair show an identical dissimulation tendency.

50% of the sample have an infrequency raw score of 0 (see Figure 2 [(Fig. 2)](#F2){ref-type="fig"}). Furthermore, 49% of these respondents evince a K-, L- or (F-K)-score typical of dissimulation. Vice versa, a K-, L- or (F-K)-score typical of dissimulation is associated with an infrequency raw score of 0:82% of the respondents with T(L)≥70, 77% of the respondents with T(K)≥59 and 83% of the respondents with (F-K)≥--15 (see Figure 3 [(Fig. 3)](#F3){ref-type="fig"}). Only 6 respondents indicated dissimulation by the remaining validity scales without F=0.

Regarding the overall sample, the Spearman rank correlation proves a highly significant relation between the score of the Correction scale and the parameter value of the other validity scales or that of the Dissimulation Index, respectively (all p≤0.01 between the K- and the F-scale with correlation coefficient (r)=--0.51; between the L-scale and the F-scale with (r)=--0.29 and between the Dissimulation Index (F-K) and the F-scale with (r)=0.71).

The mean of the Dissimulation Index (F-K) is --10.6 (median: 12) (see Table 2 [(Tab. 2)](#T2){ref-type="fig"}). 82 respondents have a (F-K)-score of ≤--12 (41 donors and 41 recipients, altogether 58.6% of the overall sample). This is of particular interest, because the manual of the MMPI-SB already counts a (F-K)-score of ≤--12 as evidence of dissimulation \[[@R20]\] as opposed to the marginal value of --15 as used in the present study.

Regarding the mean of the F-, L- and K-scale as well as the Dissimulation Index (F-K), the donor group does not differ significantly from the recipient group (see Table 3 [(Tab. 3)](#T3){ref-type="fig"}). Also, the t-test does not indicate a significant difference for the comparison of the respective validity scales between women and men, between male and female recipients and between male and female donors as well as between the group of related and unrelated respondents (see Table 3 [(Tab. 3)](#T3){ref-type="fig"}).

The specification of dissimulation and denial by the Lie Scale
--------------------------------------------------------------

On the basis of the T-scores of the lie scale three groups were identified (see Table 4 [(Tab. 4)](#T4){ref-type="fig"}). Accordingly, 94 patients display normal scores (67% of the sample), 29 (21%) display a denying response style and in the case of 17 respondents (12%) the L-score indicates dissimulation. In the dissimulating sample the number of recipients is nearly twice as high as that of the donors (11:6).

By means of the U-tests we examined whether the three groups also differ in the parameter value of the other items for dissimulation. There are significant differences between the control group and the dissimulating group. Between the control group and the group with the denying response style we could find a significant difference only regarding the K-score and the Dissimulation Index. Strikingly, we could not ascertain significant differences between the denying group and the dissimulating group.

Discussion
==========

A number of expectations are related to psychosomatic evaluation prior to living kidney transplantation. The screening is supposed to evaluate the mental state of health and the health behaviour of donors and recipients, characterize the relation between the pair and make a statement regarding the donation motive. The starting point for the present analysis is the observation of the authors that a number of pairs applied, where we found it hard to meet this task. They are anxious and sceptical of the examination and deny or conceal existing conflicts and problems \[[@R4]\], \[[@R14]\], \[[@R15]\].

The present paper examines, whether it is possible to show the observed phenomena of dissimulation and denial, based on the validity scales of the MMPI. It turned out that half of the sample proceeded carefully and controlled when taking the test in order to avoid mistakes. In addition to a lowered infrequency raw score 1/3 of the overall sample evinces signs of dissimulation and denial by the level of the lie and correction score. That matches the data known from cadaveric transplantation: Using the validity scales of the American MMPI, Putzke et al. \[[@R37]\] proved that in preparation of a cardiac transplantation 40% of the potential recipients have a highly negative Dissimulation Index \[(F-K) ≤--15\] and an elevated K-score \[T(K)≥59\]. Similar findings were recorded prior to lung transplantation. In a study by Williams et al., 28% of a sample comprising 39 patients displayed a Dissimulation Index of ≤--15 \[[@R29]\]. In another study by Putzke et al. \[[@R28]\] 37% of a sample of 75 patients with lung disease displayed the same result.

By comparing the scores of the clinical scales of the MMPI in the defensive group \[T(K)≥59\] with those of the complying group, Putzke et al. were able to prove that a defensive response style minimizes symptoms of depression and matches a tendency to appear involved \[[@R35]\]. The defensive behaviour indicated by an elevated K-score, correlated significantly with the tendency to underreport or downplay psychological problems in the self-assessment. When transferring this finding to the group characterized by an elevated K-score \[T(K)≥59\] in our sample, our results demonstrate that in the test situation about 1/3 of the donors and recipients represent themselves, their relationships and their social environment as harmonious and free of conflicts. In our sample, this type of dissimulation is furthermore characterized by a high degree of controlledness and caution in the completion of the test indicated by a lowered infrequency score.

This behaviour might be caused by the lack of interest of the donors and recipients in the examination as well as resiliency in acknowledging their fears and anxieties \[[@R14]\]. On the contrary, it seems necessary to establish a stable and well functioning defence in order to best possible adapt to the risks and circumstances of the examinations as well as surgery. Transplantation itself may be seriously called into question, if the defence against existing fears is weak. Recent studies state an increase of the anxiety level prior to surgery \[[@R38]\] and connected therewith, the wish for psychosocial care \[[@R39]\]. Thus, it is the task of the psychosomatic counsellor to stabilize the patient and strengthen his defence prior to surgery. On the other hand, it is well possible that in special cases the donation must be declined for psychological or ethical reasons. Concern that psychosomatic evaluation may prevent the realisation of the desired living kidney transplantation and thus endangers the hope for a better life may be one cause for the defence phenomena recorded in our sample.

In 8% of the sample the informational value of the Clinical scales of the MMPI is seriously called into question by the pronounced dissimulating and denying response style. Hence it becomes apparent that these defence phenomena may cause distorted test results with part of the donor-recipient pairs. Therefore, it seems necessary to evaluate the extent of dissimulation and denial of an applying pair. In such a context, the validity scales of the MMPI or the openness scale of the Freiburg Personality Inventory (FPI) may prove useful as screening methods. Cassisi und Workman \[[@R40]\] demonstrate that the abbreviated form of the MMPI exclusively containing the items of the validity scales are as efficient in identifying a defensive response style of the patient as the use of the full version of the MMPI. Building on that, it would be conceivable to integrate the items of the validity scales in an inventory that focuses specifically on problems connected with transplantation. There were efforts to create a joint test defence score \[[@R41]\], \[[@R42]\] using the validity scales of the MMPI, of the Freiburg Personality Inventory \[[@R43]\] and the Gießen-Tests \[[@R44]\]. However, the marginal value for the validity scales of the MMPI-K was set at very low scores. Thus, it is questionable whether a dissimulating response style was detected.

In our analysis we could not detect differences regarding the score of the validity scales between donor and recipient sample. On the contrary, we found a significant relation between the value of the K-score of the donor and the recipient of a pair. At first, this contradicts the findings of Köhn et al. \[[@R45]\], which were collected by means of the openness scale of the Freiburg Personality Inventory. Here, the openness score of the recipient was found to be significantly lower prior to kidney donation. Possibly, the openness scale of the FPI records different defence behaviour than the validity scales of the MMPI. At present, there are no comparative studies available.

Hope for life as before the kidney disease is important for many donors and recipients to compensate the required haemodialysis and overcome anxieties concerning transplantation. Therefore, the ambivalent attitude and emotions towards transplantation have to be denied. We attempted to elicit denial as a defence mechanism during the test situation by means of the Lie-scale of the MMPI. With 20% of the sample denial of defects and flaws could be ascertained. Accordingly, denial is used as a defence mechanism less frequent than dissimulation. This assertion has to be analyzed critically, because the MMPI proves vague in differentiating between dissimulation and denial. This might also be a reason for the lack of significant differences regarding the other validity factors \[F, T(K), (F-K)\] between the dissimulating sample and the denying sample.

As mentioned before, the interpretation of the data was complicated by systematic errors resulting from the transformation of the scores of the MMPI-K into equivalents of the MMPI-SB and MMPI-2. Because of our selection of criteria for the recording of dissimulation, it is likely that the percentage of dissimulating donors and recipients is higher than the data presented suggests. In order to obtain more precise data, a prospective study applying the MMPI-2 directly would be desirable.

The personal interview dealing directly with transplantation and focussing on anxieties and reservations of the patients themselves differs from the impersonal test situation. Possibly, the acquiescence effect described in professional literature is of importance to/for it \[[@R46]\]. Further research is planned allowing for a more direct evaluation of dissimulation and denial in the interview situation as well as for a comparison with the results of the validity scales of the MMPI.

Notes
=====
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